**Release name: KNOWAGE 7.1**

From the previous version 7.0 the following changes have been made:

- Manual installation simplification - dialect of Knowage metadata RDBMS is automatically detected
- Improvements on SolR Data Set
  - Solr dataset can now be used into map widget
  - Multivalue field of Solr are now supported
  - Is now possible to define facets order
- Meta Web GUI was revisited to improve usability
- QBE - temporal functions (Enterprise Edition)
- New Cockpit functions
  - New CSS common section
  - Table widget - the user is now able to add more than one summary row using different aggregations functions
  - Discovery Widget – the user is now able to change the columns order
  - Cross TAB – the user is now able to remove some measures from the summary rows

Please visit [www.knowage-suite.com](http://www.knowage-suite.com) for further information.